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ABSTRACT: The surface element integration technique was used to systematically
study Derjaguin−Landau−Verwey−Overbeek (DLVO) interaction energies/forces
between hollow spherical particles (HPs) and a planar surface or two intercepting
half planes under different ionic strength conditions. The inner and outer spheres of
HPs were concentric (CHP) or in point contact (PHP). In comparison to a solid
particle, the attractive van der Waals interaction was reduced with increasing inner
radius of the CHP, but the reduction effect was less significant for the CHP at smaller
separation distance. Increasing the inner radius for CHP therefore reduced the depths
of the secondary minima, but had minor influence on the energy barrier heights and
depths of the primary minima. Consequently, increasing inner radius reduced the
potential for CHP retention in secondary minima, whereas did not influence the
retention in primary minima. For PHP these interaction energy parameters and colloid
retention depended on the orientation of the inner sphere relative to interacting
surface. In particular, the van der Waals attraction was significantly reduced at all
separation distances when the inner sphere was closest to the interacting surface, and this diminished retention in both secondary
and primary minima. The PHP retention was similar to that of CHP when the inner sphere was farthest from the interaction
surface. These orientation dependent interaction energies/forces resulted in directional bonds between PHPs and the formation
of aggregates with contact points of the primary PHPs facing outward. The findings in this study have important implications for
the design and utilization of HPs in soil remediation and colloid assembly.
■ INTRODUCTION
Hollow spherical particles (HPs) have unique structural,
optical, and surface properties that have found wide
applications as catalysts, drug delivery vehicles, photonic
crystals, polymer fillers, and gas sensors.1,2 Fabrication of HPs
has therefore drawn considerable attention in recent years.3−5
The hard templating method is most commonly used for
fabrication of HPs.5,6 Hard templates such as silica colloidal
particles and polymer spheres are typically coated with a layer
of shell material, and hollow structures are obtained by
selectively removing the templates. The compositions for HP
shells include silica, carbon, polymer, metals, metal oxides, and
complex compounds.5−7
The production and application of HPs will inevitably lead to
their release into subsurface environments. Once released, HPs
may encounter pollutants in soil or groundwater. Some HPs
strongly adsorb pollutants such as toxic heavy metals and
organic contaminants.8,9 The transport of adsorbed pollutants
will be altered (diminish or enhance) by mobile HPs.
Numerous studies have shown that the transport of pollutants
in the soil can be significantly enhanced when they are
associated with particles (i.e., the so-called colloid-facilitated
transport of pollutants).10−13 Therefore, investigating transport
of HPs in soil and aquifer material is essential to evaluate the
risk of groundwater contaminated by the HP-associated
pollutants.
The transport of particles within a porous medium is
controlled by filtration mechanisms such as attachment and
straining.14−18 The particle retention rate depends on transport
of a particle from bulk flow to the vicinity of a collector surface
and subsequent immobilization on the solid surface.19,20
Particle immobilization is determined by the balance of forces
and torques that act on particles near the solid surface.10,16,21,22
The colloidal interaction forces between the particles and solid
surfaces have typically been assumed to control particle
retention by attachment.23−25 However, particle removal from
solid surfaces may occur by diffusion and hydrodynamic
torques in many instances (Li et al., 2005; Shen et al., 2007,
2010; Bradford et al., 2011, 2013).16,26−29 The pore space
geometry has a strong influence on the hydrodynamic forces
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and lever arms that act on particles, and grain−grain contacts
have been found to serve as favorable locations for colloid
retention. Particle retention in these locations has been referred
to as surface straining.15,21,30−32
The colloidal interaction energy/force between a particle and
a collector surface is quantitatively described by the Derjaguin−
Landau−Verwey−Overbeek (DLVO) theory.33 In this theory,
the interaction energy is considered as the sum of van der
Waals (VDW) and double layer (DL) interactions. The
Derjaguin’s approximation (DA) has commonly been used
for calculating the VDW and DL interaction energies between a
spherical particle and planar surface. However, the DA
approach can only accurately estimate the interaction energies
for large particles at small separation distances. Bhattacharjee
and Elimelech34 developed the surface element integration
(SEI) technique to overcome the limitations of the DA
approach. In particular, the SEI approach can accurately
estimate the interaction energy for any particle size (e.g.,
nanoparticles).34−36 Accurate estimation of interaction energies
is not only of importance for theoretical understanding particle
retention, but also for interpreting colloid assembly since the
interaction energies also determine adhesive force between
colloidal particles and accordingly the bond between them.37,38
Although the interaction energies between solid spherical
particles (SPs) and collector surfaces have been extensively
investigated,34,35,39,40 very limited research41−43 has been
conducted to examine the interaction energies for HPs.
Particularly, while the DL interaction energies between the
HPs has been addressed,41,42 no published research has
examined the total interaction energies (i.e., sum of VDW
attraction, DL energy, and short-range repulsion) between the
HPs and collector surfaces to date. This study therefore used
the SEI technique to systematically examine the interaction
energies/forces between the HPs and collector surfaces. We
considered that the interiors of the HPs are spherical, and the
inner and outer spheres of the HPs are concentric (designated
as CHP) or in point contact (PHP). Our calculations show that
the mechanisms controlling the interactions between the HPs
and collector surfaces are significantly different from those for
SPs due to a reduction in van der Waals attraction. In addition,
the interaction energies/forces between PHPs and surfaces are
dependent on the orientations of the PHPs. Such orientation
dependent interaction energies/forces can also lead to
directional bonds between PHPs, which have important
implications to designing and assembling of three-dimensional
structures using colloidal particles.
Figure 1. Coordinate systems used to describe a CHP interacting with (a) a planar surface or (b) two intersecting half planes. Parts (a2) and (b2)
are plan view images of parts (a1) and (b1), respectively. R and r are radii of the outer and inner spheres of the CHP, respectively, D is shell
thickness of the CHP, dS is a differential area element on the CHP surface, k is the unit vector directed toward the positive z axis, n is the outward
unit normal to the particle surface, dA is the projected area of dS on the planar surface, h is distance between dS and dA, H is separation distance
between the CHP and the planar surface, and H1 and H2 are separation distances between the CHP and the left and right half planes, respectively.
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■ THEORY
Calculation of DLVO Interaction Energies between a
HP and a Planar Surface. Figure 1a schematically illustrates
the model system of a CHP interacting with a planar surface.
The total interaction energy (UT) between the CHP and the
planar surface was considered as the sum of VDW attraction
(UVDW), DL interaction energy (UDL), and short-range
repulsion. The short-range repulsion was evaluated by
determining the Born potential energy (UBR).
10,25,44 The
value of UVDW was calculated as UVDW
out − UVDWin , where UVDWout
and UVDW
in are the VDW energies for the interaction of the
planar surface with the outer and inner spheres, respectively.
The outer or inner sphere represents a SP with the same
composition as that of the CHP shell and the same size as that
of the outer or inner sphere of the CHP. The DL and BR
energies between the CHP and the planar surface are equal to
those between the outer sphere and the planar surface (i.e., UDL
= UDL
out and UBR = UBR
out). Hence, the expression used to calculate
UT is
= − + + = −U U U U U U UT VDWout VDWin DLout BRout Tout VDWin
(1)
Note that the DL interaction is a surface force, so Equation 1
does not need to consider the influence of inner sphere on the
DL interaction if the HP shell is close-grained (i.e., not
permeable to ions). In addition, the influence of inner sphere
on the Born repulsion is extremely small due to its rapid
decrease with separation distance and thus it is also ignored in
the calculations.
The SEI technique was used to calculate values of UT
out and
UVDW
in . Briefly, the Cartesian coordinate system was adopted for
the interaction configuration in Figure 1. The xy plane of the
coordinate system is oriented superposing the flat surface and
the z axis passes through the CHP center and faces away from
the CHP. By discretizing the outer sphere surface into small
area elements, the value of UT
out can be calculated using the
following equation45
∑
∑
= ·
= + − − +
− + + − +
U H E h S
E H R R x y
E H R R x y A
n k( ) ( ) d
( ( ( ) )
( ( ) ))d
S
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T
T
2 2 2
T
2 2 2
(2)
where H is the separation distance between the outer sphere
and the planar surface, ET is differential interaction energy
between an area element dS on the outer sphere surface and the
planar surface, h is local separation distance between the
element dS and the planar surface, n is unit outward normal to
the outer sphere surface, k is unit vector along the positive z-
direction, S is the total surface area of the outer sphere, A is
total projected area of the outer sphere surface on the planar
surface, R is radius of the outer sphere, and dA is the projected
area of dS on the planar surface.
The differential interaction energy ET was calculated by
adding EVDW, EDL, and EBR. The expressions used to calculate
EVDW, EDL, and EBR are following
46−48
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where AH is the Hamaker constant of the interacting media, ε0
is dielectric permittivity of vacuum, ε is dielectric constant of
water, κ is inverse Debye screening length, ψp and ψc are surface
potentials of the outer sphere and the planar surface,
respectively, and H0 is the minimum separation distance,
taken as 0.158 nm.49 Note that a uniform distribution of surface
charge and constant surface potential in the interaction system
were assumed by using eq 4.44
The procedure used to calculate the UVDW
in is similar to that
for calculating UVDW
out , which is written as
∑= + − − +
− + + − +
U H E H R r x y
E H R r x y A
( ) ( ( ( ) )
( ( ) ))d
A
VDW
in
VDW
2 2 2
VDW
2 2 2
(6)
where r is the radius of the inner sphere of the CHP.
For the interaction of a PHP with a planar surface, various
orientations are possible (see Figure S1 of Supporting
Information). Only two limiting cases were considered: the
contact point of the inner and outer spheres of the PHP is
closest to or farthest from the planar surface. The former and
later interaction orientations were denoted as CPS and FPS,
respectively. The PHP can stably interact on the planar surface
in the two limiting orientations. The PHP on the planar surface
in other orientations will rotate due to the presence of a net
torque until one of the limiting orientations is formed.50 The
procedure used to calculate the interaction energy between the
PHP and the collector surface is similar to that for the CHP as
shown above. However, the equation used to calculate the value
of UVDW
in in the CPS has to be
∑= + − − +
− + + − +
U H E H r r x y
E H r r x y A
( ) ( ( ( ) )
( ( ) ))d
A
VDW
in
VDW
2 2 2
VDW
2 2 2
(7)
The equation for calculating the value of UVDW
in in the FPS is
∑= + ‐ − − +
− + ‐ + − +
U H E H R r r x y
H R r r x y A
( ) ( ( 2 ( ) )
E ( 2 ( ) ))d
A
VDW
in
VDW
2 2 2
VDW
2 2 2
(8)
Calculation of Adhesive and Hydrodynamic Torques.
When only VDW and DL interaction energies are considered, a
particle that overcomes the energy barrier will be irreversibly
attached in an infinitely deep primary minimum. However,
colloid interactions may be reversible in the presence of short-
range Born repulsion that produces a finite depth of the
primary minimum. Therefore, the attachment of a particle in
the primary minimum is not only dependent on the maximum
energy barrier, but also on the balance between adhesive and
hydrodynamic torques that act on the particle when flow is
present.22−24,51
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The detailed procedure for determining the adhesive and
hydrodynamic torques for particles on smooth, planar surfaces
has been previously presented in the literature.28,52 Briefly, the
adhesive torque (TA) is represented by the adhesive force (FA)
acting on a lever arm lc,
=T F lA A c (9)
The value of FA is taken as the maximum attraction which is
obtained through calculating the derivative of DLVO
interaction energies with respect to H.53,54 The lever arm is
equal to the radius of particle surface contact area (ω) due to
deformation of the attached HP. As there is no expression
available for calculating the value of ω for the HP to date, the
equation developed for the SP was used for the calculations,
which is given as26,55
ω = ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
F R
E
4 A
1/3
(10)
where E is elastic interaction constant. When the shell of the
HP is thick, the deformation of the HP is similar to that of the
SP and, hence, the use of eq 10 for estimating the values of ω is
accurate. The HP will be deformed to a greater extent than the
SP for a given attractive force when the shell of the HP is very
thin. In these cases, eq 10 provides a lower bound of ω for the
HP.
The hydrodynamic drag torque (TH) that acts on the HP in
the vicinity of a planar surface is written as52
=T RF1.4H D (11)
where FD is the drag force. The equation used to calculate FD
is22,29
πμ= ·F RV1.7007 6D (12)
where μ is viscosity of water and V is the relative velocity
between the fluid and the HP at the center of the HP. A typical
rate of groundwater flow (4 m/d) in coarse textured porous
media was assumed for V to calculate the value of FD and TH.
36
Figure 2. Calculated primary minimum depth (Upri), maximum energy barrier (Umax), and secondary minimum depth (Usec) for (a) 1000 and (b) 80
nm silica CHPs with different inner radii under various IS conditions. The values of Upri, Umax, and Usec for the 1000 and 80 nm silica SPs (solid
lines) were also shown.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For theoretical calculations, the shell composition of the HP
was assumed to be silica. The outer diameters of the HPs were
taken as 1000 and 80 nm. The collector surface was assumed to
be planar, with the same properties as those of quartz sand
surface. The DLVO interaction energies/forces between the
HP and the planar surface were calculated for the HPs at an
ionic strength (IS) of 1, 10, 100, and 200 mM NaCl. The zeta
potentials of silica HPs and sand in NaCl at different IS were
taken from Wang et al.56,57 and Shen et al.27 (see Table S1 of
Supporting Information). A value of 6.3 × 10−21 J was chosen
as the Hamaker constant for the silica−water−quartz
system.57,58
Interaction between a CHP and a Planar Surface.
DLVO interaction energy profiles (IEPs) for the 1000 and 80
nm silica CHPs and SPs with different inner radii were
calculated and shown in Figure S2 of Supporting Information
for various IS conditions. The shape of the IEP for the 1000 or
80 nm CHP is similar to that for its corresponding SP (i.e., with
the same size as that of the CHP) at a given IS. Specifically, the
IEPs of both CHPs and SPs are characterized by a deep primary
energy well at a small separation distance, a maximum energy
barrier, and a shallow secondary energy well at a larger distance
(denoted as type I IEP) when IS ≤ 100 mM. The shallow
secondary energy wells in the IEPs for the two CHPs are
highlighted in Figure S3 of Supporting Information. At 200
mM, both energy barrier and secondary minimum disappear
and only the primary minimum exists in the IEPs of the CHPs
and SPs (type II). The two types of IEPs have been widely
reported in the literature.59−61
Figure 2 presents the primary minimum depth (Upri),
maximum energy barrier (Umax), and secondary minimum
depth (Usec) from the IEPs in Figure S2 of Supporting
Information as a function of inner radius of the 1000 or 80 nm
CHP. Increasing the CHP inner radius decrease the value of
Upri due to a reduction in VDW attraction. However, even if the
CHP shell is very thin, the reduction of Upri is small compared
to its corresponding SP, demonstrating that the value of Upri
between a SP and a surface is mainly determined by a small
fraction of the SP closet to the surface. The value of Umax
Figure 3. Calculated values of Upri, Umax, and Usec for the (a) 1000 and (b) 80 nm silica PHPs with different inner radii in the CPS orientation under
various IS conditions. The values of Upri, Umax, and Usec for the 1000 and 80 nm silica SPs (solid lines) were also shown.
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increases very slightly with increasing inner radius for a similar
reason. These results illustrate that the attachment/detachment
of the CHP at/from primary minima is similar to that of the
corresponding SP. In contrast, the value of Usec decreases
significantly with an increase in the CHP inner radius. For
example, the value of Usec decreases from 18.4kT (k is
Boltzmann constant and T is absolute temperature) to 3.4kT,
with an increase of inner radius of the 1000 nm CHP from 0 to
498 nm at 100 mM. The 1000 nm CHP can readily escape this
shallow secondary minimum by Brownian diffusion and/or
hydrodynamic shear. Hence, the secondary minimum attach-
ment of CHPs with thin shells is inhibited.
Interaction between a PHP and a Planar Surface.
Figure S4 of the Supporting Information presents calculated
IEPs for the 1000 or 80 nm silica PHP with different inner radii
in CPS orientation under various IS conditions. In addition to
the aforementioned two types of IEPs, two more types of IEP
are present for the PHPs with thin shells. Specifically, both
primary and secondary minima disappear from the IEP and the
interaction energy decreases monotonically with increasing
separation distance (e.g., when 2r = 996 nm and IS = 1 mM)
(type III). This type of IEP indicates that the PHP experience
repulsive force at all separation distances, so the PHP cannot be
attached on the collector surface in the CPS orientation. For
the other type of IEP (type IV), the primary minimum is absent
and only a shallow attractive well (i.e., the secondary minimum)
is present at a large distance (e.g., when 2r = 996 nm and IS ≥
10 mM in Figure S5 of Supporting Information).
Figure 3 presents calculated values of Upri, Umax, and Usec as a
function of inner radius for the 1000 or 80 nm silica PHP in the
CPS orientation at different IS conditions. Both values of Upri
and Usec decrease with increasing inner radius because of the
decrease in UVDW. In particular, the primary minimum
disappears from the IEPs (i.e., Upri = 0) for the 1000 nm
PHP with r ≥ 450 nm and for the 80 nm PHP with r ≥ 36 nm
(i.e., r/R ≥ 0.9) when 10 mM ≤ IS ≤ 200 mM. Moreover, the
values of Usec are small for the 1000 nm (<0.8kT) and 80 nm
(<0.2kT) PHPs under the aforementioned conditions. These
Figure 4. Calculated adhesive torque (TA) normalized by a hydrodynamic drag torque (TH) as a function of shell thickness for the (a) 1000 and (b)
80 nm silica HPs (1, CHPs; 2, PHPs in CPS orientation; 3, PHPs in FPS orientation) under various IS conditions. Soil lines represent values of TA/
TH for the 1000 and 80 nm silica SPs, and dashed line represents TA/TH = 1.
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Usec are significantly smaller than the average kinetic energy of a
diffusing colloid (1.5kT), and PHPs therefore cannot be
immobilized in these shallow attractive wells. Hence, PHPs
cannot be attached on collector surfaces in either primary or
secondary minima in these cases.
It is interesting to note that while only the primary minimum
is present in the IEP (i.e., type II) for the 1000 and 80 nm SPs
at 200 mM, the IEP becomes type I for 0 < r/R < 0.9 and type
IV for 0.9 ≤ r/R ≤ 1 (see Figure 3) for the PHPs in the CPS
orientation under these same conditions. Hence, the attach-
ment and detachment mechanisms of PHPs are completely
different from those of SPs. Specifically, the SPs are favored to
be attached in a primary minima at 200 mM since no energy
barrier is present. In addition, the primary minimum attach-
ment is irreversible to the reduction of IS because the primary
minimum depth and, accordingly, the adhesion acting on the
SPs at the energy well increases with decreasing IS. In contrast,
the energy barrier and secondary minima are significant for
PHPs when 0 < r/R < 0.9 and the IS = 200 mM. Hence, the
PHPs are favored to be attached in a secondary minimum in
the CPS orientation. The attachment in the secondary minima
is reversible with a reduction in IS, as the secondary minimum
depth decreases with decreasing IS.60−62 PHPs cannot be
attached in the CPS orientation when 0.9 ≤ r/R ≤ 1 because
the secondary energy wells of the type IV IEP are very shallow
(see Figure S5 of the Supporting Information).
Figure S6 of the Supporting Information presents calculated
Upri, Umax, and Usec as a function of inner radius for the 1000
and 80 nm silica PHPs in FPS orientation under various IS
conditions. Similar to the interaction of CHPs with the
collector surface, increasing the inner radii of the PHPs only
slightly decreases and increases the values of Upri and Umax,
respectively. Hence, the attachment and detachment of the
PHPs in the FPS orientation are similar to those of SPs and
CHPs. In contrast, the value of Usec decreases rapidly with r for
the PHPs at large ratios of r/R (e.g., r/R ≥ 0.9 for the 1000 nm
PHP). Accordingly, attachment in a secondary minimum is
inhibited for PHPs in these cases. Interestingly, the results in
Figures 2, 3, and S6 of the Supporting Information consistently
show that attachment in the secondary minimum is always
inhibited for a HP with large inner radius, irrespective of the
location of the inner sphere in the HP.
It is worthwhile mentioning that the aforementioned results
for the HP attachment and detachment were obtained through
comparing colloidal interaction energies and Brownian
diffusion. If flow is present, the HPs at the energy minima
also experience hydrodynamic shear forces. The HPs in
secondary minima are susceptible to hydrodynamic shear
because secondary minima are located at a certain distance
from collector surfaces. These HPs will be swept away from the
collector surfaces when the applied hydrodynamic torque
exceeds the resisting adhesive torque. The HPs may also
translate and rotate along the collector surfaces until they are
immobilized in regions with reduced flow velocity, and altered
lever arms (e.g., grain−grain contacts and microscopic
roughness locations). Colloid filtration theory (CFT) neglects
the influence of hydrodynamic drag on the particles and
assumes that particles will be firmly attached in a primary
minimum once they overcome the energy barrier.10 Indeed,
Figure 4 shows that adhesive torques that the SPs experience
are more than 2 orders of magnitude larger than the
hydrodynamic torques for the 1000 and 80 nm SPs. Adhesive
torques are also significantly larger than the hydrodynamic
torques for the 1000 and 80 nm CHPs and PHPs in the FPS
orientation. Consequently, attachment in the primary minima is
not influenced by the hydrodynamic drag in these cases. In
contrast, the adhesive torque rapidly decreases with the inner
radius of the 1000 or 80 nm PHP in the CPS orientation, which
is even smaller than the hydrodynamic torque at r/R ≥ 0.8.
Therefore, PHP with thin shells cannot be attached in primary
minima in the CPS orientation under typical groundwater flow
conditions.
The perfect sink model has been used in CFT as the
boundary condition at a collector surface to derive the equation
of single collector contact efficiency.18,63,64 In the perfect sink
model, the primary minimum is assumed to be an infinite
energy sink and all particles arriving at the collector surface are
irreversibly consumed in the energy sink by a very fast
immobilization reaction.10 This assumption is reasonable for
SPs due to the dominance of the adhesion torque over the
hydrodynamic torque. However, Shen et al.65 and Rasmuson et
al.66 showed that the presence of nanoscale protruding
asperities on collector surfaces can cause the breakdown of
the perfect sink model because the nanoscale asperities can
significantly decrease the adhesive torques of the SPs at primary
minima to be below the hydrodynamic torques. Our study
further shows that the perfect sink model is not applicable for
deposition of the HPs even if the collector surface is perfectly
smooth.
Although the result of TA < TH was obtained for the silica
HPs with negatively charged surfaces, Figure S7 of the
Supporting Information show that the adhesive torque can
become smaller than the hydrodynamic drag torque even for
zerovalent iron (ZVI) PHPs in the CPS orientation at large
ratios of r/R. This result indicates that ZVI PHPs cannot be
attached in the CPS orientation under typical groundwater flow
conditions. Although the ZVI PHP can be attached in a primary
minimum in the FPS orientation, the PHPs, as will be shown
later in the paper, are favored to be aggregated with the contact
point of the inner and outer spheres facing outward (see Figure
S8, Supporting Information). Such aggregates could have great
mobility in the subsurface environments since they are not
favored to be attached on collector surfaces (especially in the
presence of flow) and they experience lower gravitational force
and greater buoyancy forces in solutions compared to SPs.
ZVI particles have been shown to be very effective for
transformation and detoxification of various environmental
pollutants.67−69 However, application of the ZVI SPs for in situ
remediation of contaminated soil is very limited due to their
very low mobility in the soil.70−73 Although modification of the
ZVI particles with polymers can enhance their transport in the
soil, covering the particle surfaces with polymers could also
decrease their capacities for pollutant removal.74 Alternatively,
our study provides a novel way (i.e., fabrication of ZVI particles
with hollow structures) to enhance the mobility of the ZVI
particles in soil without using polymers.
Interaction between a HP and Two Intersecting Half
Planes. The above results were obtained by considering the
interaction of a HP with only one collector surface. When a
particle is retained in a porous medium by straining, the particle
interacts with multiple collector surfaces. Particularly, the
interaction of a particle with only two collector surfaces is
termed as wedging, which is a dominant process of
straining.31,32,75 To interpret the wedging of a CHP and
PHP, the interaction forces between the CHP or PHP and two
intersecting half planes were calculated (i.e., Figure 1b and
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Figure 5. Maps of DLVO force component along the y-direction (Fy) normalized by a hydrodynamic drag force (FD) for interactions between a
1000 nm silica particle (a, SP; b, CHP; c, PHP in FTV orientation; d, PHP in FAV orientation) and two intersecting half planes with an angle of
120° on the x−y plane at z = 0 at 100 mM. The black regions indicate the locations where the interaction force could not be determined due to
physical overlap between the colloid and the concave surface. Positive values represent the components of DLVO interaction force along positive y-
direction. The inner radii of the CHP and PHP are 498 nm.
Figure 6. Maps of component of DLVO force along the y-direction (Fy) normalized by a hydrodynamic drag force (FD) for interactions between a
1000 nm silica particle (a, SP; b, CHP; c, PHP in FTV orientation; d, PHP in FAV orientation) and two intersecting half planes with an angle of
120° on the x−y plane at z = 0 at 200 mM. All simulation conditions are consistent with those in Figure 5 except the interaction force scales. The
inner radii of the CHP and PHP are 498 nm.
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Figure S1, Supporting Information). The two intersecting half
planes can also be used to represent wedge-like depressions on
rough collector surfaces.76 The DLVO interaction force was
calculated for these interaction configurations instead of
estimating the interaction energy because it is more convenient
for interpreting mobilization of the HPs within the concave
surface. Note that various orientations are present for
interaction of the PHP with the two intersecting half planes.
Two typical cases were considered for the PHP in this study:
the line through the centers of the inner and outer spheres and
the interception line of the two half planes cross each other and
the contact point of the inner and outer spheres of the PHP
faces toward or away from the vertex of the two intercepting
half planes (see Figure S1e,f of the Supporting Information).
The former and latter interaction orientations were denoted as
FTV and FAV, respectively. Detailed procedure for calculating
the interaction forces for the CHP and PHP has been given in
the Supporting Information.
Figure 5 presents maps of the DLVO force component along
the y-direction (Fy) normalized by FD for interactions between
a 1000 nm silica SP, CHP, or PHP and the two intersecting half
planes with an angle of 120° on the x−y plane at z = 0 in Figure
1b and Figure S1e,f of the Supporting Information at 100 mM.
The inner radii of the CHP and PHP are 498 nm. The black
regions indicate the locations where the interaction force could
not be determined due to physical overlap between the colloid
and the concave surface. Figure 5 shows that the secondary
minimum force is significantly enhanced for the SPs in the area
above the energy barrier (i.e., the red strips), indicating that the
SPs are favored to be retained in the enhanced secondary
minima at 100 mM. In contrast, the secondary minimum wells
are very shallow in the concave area for the CHP and PHP in
FAV orientation, which even disappear for the PHP in FTV
orientation. Therefore, the HPs cannot be retained in the
concave area via secondary-minimum association at this IS.
Figure 6 shows maps of Fy normalized by the FD for the same
interaction configurations as those in Figure 5 at a different IS
(i.e., 200 mM). The energy barrier is very small for the silica SP,
which even completely disappears in the area close to the vertex
of the two intercepting half planes (denoted as VAREA).
Hence, the silica SP is favored to be retained at the primary
minima in the VAREA. For the silica CHP and PHP in FAV
orientation, both energy barriers and secondary minima are
significant, indicating that retention in the secondary minima is
preferred in these two cases. For the PHP in FTV orientation,
the energy barrier is further increased and the secondary
minimum disappears in the concave region. Accordingly, the
PHP cannot be retained in either primary or secondary
minimum in the FTV orientation when IS = 200 mM. The
results in Figures 5 and 6 indicate that the retention
mechanisms of the HPs are completely different from those
of the SPs in the grain-to-grain contact area. In addition, the
release of the retained HPs is also different from that of the SPs.
For example, the SPs retained in the VAREA via primary-
minimum association in Figure 6a are irreversible to reduction
of solution IS since the detachment energy barrier from primary
minimum increases with decreasing IS (see Figure S9,
Supporting Information). Conversely, the CHPs and PHPs
retained in the secondary minima at 200 mM in Figure 6b,d can
be released by reducing the IS to eliminate the energy wells.
Therefore, while the retained SPs in grain−grain contacts
cannot be released by merely reducing IS unless conducting
dissection experiments to destroy the pore structure, the
retained HPs are reversible to IS reduction.
Interaction between Two HPs. The aforementioned
results show different attachment and detachment behavior
for the HPs compared to those of SPs. The aggregation
between two HPs and subsequent disaggregation are also
different from those of SPs. For example, Figure 7 presents
calculated values of Upri, Umax, and Usec for the interactions
between two 1000 nm silica SPs or two CHPs with different
inner radii under different IS conditions. Details about
calculation of the interaction energies between two HPs have
been given in the Supporting Information. Figure 7 shows that
only the primary minimum, and therefore favorable aggrega-
tion, is present between the two interacting SPs at 200 mM.
For the interaction between two CHPs, both the energy barrier
and secondary minimum appear at this IS when r/R ≥ 0.8.
Therefore, aggregation could occur in a secondary minimum
Figure 7. Calculated values of Upri, Umax, and Usec for the interaction
between two 1000 nm silica CHPs with different inner radii at
different ISs. The values of Upri, Umax, and Usec for the interaction
between two 1000 nm silica SPs (solid lines) were also shown.
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for CHPs even at this high IS. Aggregates associated with a
secondary-minimum could redisperse with a reduction in IS
that eliminated the secondary minimum. Increasing the inner
radius only slightly increases the values of Upri and Umax when
the IS ≤ 100 mM, suggesting similar primary minimum
aggregation behaviors for the SPs and CHPs. Conversely, the
secondary minimum rapidly decreases with increasing inner
radius of the CHPs (r/R ≥ 0.8) when the IS ≤ 100 mM.
Hence, aggregation of CHPs in a secondary minimum is
inhibited with large inner radii. These results indicate great
stability of suspension of CHPs with large inner radii at low ISs
since the CHPs cannot be aggregated at either primary (due to
large energy barriers) or secondary minima, which provides
plausible explanation for the monodispersity of CHPs observed
in the literature.77−79
Figure 8 presents calculated values of Upri, Umax, and Usec for
the interaction between two 1000 nm silica SPs or PHPs with
different inner radii under various IS conditions. For the
interaction between the two PHPs, the contact points of the
inner and outer spheres of the two PHPs face toward or away
from each other (see Figure S8, Supporting Information). The
former and later interaction orientations were denoted as TWD
and AWY, respectively. Figure 8 illustrates that both primary
and secondary minima are absent from the IEPs for the
interaction between the PHPs in TWD orientation at r/R ≥
0.4. Consequently, these PHPs cannot be aggregated in the
TWD orientation. Comparison of Figure 8 with Figure 7 shows
that the interaction between the two PHPs in AWY orientation
is similar to that between the two CHPs. These results reveal
that the PHPs are favored to be aggregated with the contact
points facing outward (e.g., Figure S8c, Supporting Informa-
tion) when the ratio of r/R is above a critical value. The
oriented aggregation between HPs has been observed in He et
al.80 Such aggregates may have great mobility in the subsurface
environments because the interaction energy between an
aggregate and a collector surface is mainly determined by
those between the surface and the primary particles of the
aggregate nearest to the surface45,81 and the adhesive forces/
torques between the outermost primary PHPs of the aggregates
and the collector surfaces are very weak or even disappear in
Figure 8. Calculated values of Upri, Umax, and Usec for the interaction between two 1000 nm silica PHPs with different inner radii in (a) TWD and (b)
AWY orientations at different ISs. The values of Upri, Umax, and Usec for the interaction between two 1000 nm silica SPs (solid lines) were also shown.
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the CPS orientation at large inner radii. The transport of the
formed aggregates can be further enhanced by reduced
sedimentation as the formed aggregates experience smaller
gravitational forces and larger buoyancy forces compared to
aggregated SPs. Therefore, the PHP aggregates show great
potential for being used in soil remediation due to their much
greater abilities to reach contaminated sites compared to SP
aggregates.
When SPs aggregate, the resulting clusters can adopt many
different forms. Specifically, the aggregation of two SPs will
always result in a doublet in the form of a dumbbell. However, a
third SP can bond with the doublet in several different ways.82
For a particle suspension containing many primary particles,
numerous structures may occur for the aggregates due to the
randomness of SP bonding. In contrast, the oriented bond of
PHPs can significantly reduce the aggregate structures.
Accordingly, it would be easier to use PHPs to fabricate
aggregates with specific structures. Fabrication of shape
controlled aggregates using colloidal materials has spurred
great interest due to their attractive morphology-dependent
properties.83 The formed PHP aggregates may have larger
fractal dimensions as their structures (e.g., those in Figure S8c,d
of the Supporting Information) are more closed compared to
those of SP aggregates. In addition, the rates of PHP
aggregation are likely much lower than those of SP aggregation
because the probability of the collisions that can result in
successful bond is very small between a PHP aggregate with the
contact points facing outward and a single PHP or another
PHP aggregate. Additional research is warranted to exper-
imentally investigate the kinetics of retention and aggregation
of HPs, and to experimentally validate our interaction energy
calculations.
It should be noted that our results were obtained by
determining DL interaction energies using eq 4. This
expression was developed by solving the linearized Poisson−
Boltzmann (PB) equation and the linearization assumption was
thought to be accurate only for |ψ| ≤ 25 mV. However, Hogg et
al.47 (i.e., the developer of eq 4) showed that the region of
applicability of the linearized PB equation is larger than is
usually supposed and eq 4 can give fairly accurate results for
surface potentials up to 60 mV. Indeed, the method of
Devereux and de Bruyn84 was used to exactly determine DL
interaction energies via solving the nonlinearized PB equation,
Figure S10, Supporting Information, shows that the calculated
values of UT for the 1000 and 80 nm SPs are very similar to
those by using eq 4 to determine the DL energies. The results
will also be similar by using the two methods for the HPs since
the hollowing only change VDW interaction energies. In
addition, the eq 4 was developed based on assuming constant
surface potential. If the constant surface charge or the linear
superposition approximation approach was adopted, the DL
repulsion will be increased,33,85 and thus, the HPs will be
predicted to have greater mobility. Furthermore, our study
considered that the shells of HPs were close-grained. Hallzel
and Meireles41 showed that the DL repulsion will be increased
if the HP shells are coarse-grained and permeable to ions.
Therefore, the mobility of the HPs can be further enhanced if
the shells of the HPs can be fabricated to be coarse-grained.
■ CONCLUSIONS
Through calculating DLVO interaction energies for the CHPs
and PHPs, we showed that the retention of the two HPs on a
planar surface or within two intercepting half planes via
secondary minimum association is inhibited at IS ≤ 100 mM
when the shells of the HPs are thin. The retention of the CHPs
and PHPs on the collector surface in FPS orientation or within
the concave surface in FAV orientation via primary minimum
association is similar to the case of SPs at IS ≤ 100 mM.
However, the CHPs and PHPs with thin shells cannot be
retained on the surface in CPS orientation or within the
concave site in FTV orientation under these chemical
conditions. While the SPs are favorably retained at primary
minima at 200 mM due to absence of energy barriers, the
retention occurs at secondary minima even at this high IS for
the two HPs with thin shells. The orientation dependent
energies/forces also occur for the interactions between PHPs,
resulting in directional bonds between the PHPs. Our study
was the first to examine DLVO interaction energies/forces for
HPs and the findings improve our ability to predict and design
processes of HP retention and assembly for a variety of
environmental and industrial applications such as use of
nanomaterials for soil remediation and hierarchical design.
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 S2 
Calculation of interaction force between a HP and two intersecting half planes 
The Cartesian coordinate system was used to determine separation distances between 
a HP (i.e., CHP or PHP) and two half planes in Figure 1b and Figure S1e and S1f of 
Supporting Information. The z axis of the coordinate system coincides with the line where 
the two half planar surfaces intersect, and the y-z plane bisects the two intersecting half 
planar surfaces. The separation distances between the HP and the two half planar surfaces 
in the coordinate system are shown in Table S2 of Supporting Information. The total 
DLVO interaction forces along x-direction (Fx) and y-direction (Fy) for the interaction 
configuration in Figure 1 are calculated as 











2
cos
2
cos 21

FF  and 












2
sin
2
sin 21

FF , respectively. F1 and F2 are the interaction forces between the HP 
and the left and right half planar surface, respectively, and α is the angle between the two 
intersecting half planar surfaces. The force between the HP and a half planar surface is the 
derivative of the interaction energy between the HP and the half planar surface with 
respect to separation distance. Details about calculation of the interaction energy between 
the HP and half planar surface using surface element integration technique have been 
given in the section of Theory. A Matlab program was developed to implement the 
calculations in three-dimensional space. 
 
 
 
 
 S3 
Calculation of interaction energies between two HPs 
    The total interaction energy (UT) between two identical CHPs in Figure S8(a) of 
Supporting Information is calculated by 
       rRHUrRHUHUHU 222 aaVDW
Aa
VDW
AA
TT        (S1) 
where H is separation distance between the two CHPs, R and r are the outer and inner 
radii of the CHPs, respectively, AATU is the total interaction energy between outer spheres 
of the two CHPs, AaVDWU  is the VDW interaction energy between the outer sphere of a 
CHP and the inner sphere of the other CHP, aaVDWU  is the VDW interaction energy 
between inner spheres of the two CHPs. The total energy for the interaction between two 
identical PHPs with the contact points facing each other in Figure S8(b1) of Supporting 
Information is calculated by
 
       HUHUHUHU aaVDW
Aa
VDW
AA
TT 2        (S2) 
The total energy for the interaction between two identical PHPs with the contact points 
facing away from each other in Figure S8(b2) of Supporting Information is calculated by 
       rRHUrRHUHUHU 44222 aaVDW
Aa
VDW
AA
TT        (S3) 
The surface element integration technique was used to calculate the VDW, DL, and BR 
energies between two spheres and details about the calculations can be referred to 
Bhattacharjee et al.
1
 and Shen et al.
2
 
 
 
 
 
 S4 
Exact evaluation of differential DL interaction energies between two planar surfaces  
    The method of Devereux and de Bruyn
3
 was used to exactly calculate DL energies 
between two planar surfaces per unit area EDL by solving the one-dimensional nonlinear 
Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation. Briefly, the nonlinear PB equation is written as 
2
2
d
sinh
d

              (S4) 
where ξ ( x ) is dimensionless distance, Ψ is dimensionless potential, given by 
ve
kT

               (S5) 
where v is valence of ions in the electrolyte, e is charge of a proton. Equation (S4) can be 
solved by using the following boundary conditions: 
                     





Hd
p 0


at
at
        (S6) 
which correspond to the conditions: 





Hxat
xat
d
p 0


        (S7) 
By integrating Equation (S4) once, the following equation can be obtained: 
C

cosh2
d
d

       (S8) 
where C is an integration constant.  
If both interacting planar surfaces are positively charged and the value of ψp is greater 
than ψd, the following expressions which describe the dimensional distance as a function 
of dimensionless potential can be obtained from Equation (S8) for three ranges of C: 
     
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   (S9) 
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where F represents the elliptic integral of the first kind, Ψmin is the minimum 
dimensionless potential between the two interacting surfaces for a given value of H in 
Equation (S9) or an imagined minimum dimensionless potential beyond the interacting 
surfaces
3
 in Equation (S10). Ψmin and b are related to C by the following expressions:  
 mincosh2 C           (S13) 
4
2
1
2
2  C
C
b           (S14) 
Substituting ξH and Ψd into Equation (S9)-(S12), the value of C (or Ψmin and b) can be 
obtained through iteration. Note that in order to decide which equation to use to obtain C 
for a given H, the separation distance H1 (or 
1H
 , 1H ) corresponding to C=2 and the 
separation distance H2 (or 
2H
 , 2H ) corresponding to C=-2 have to be determined 
firstly. The expressions used to determine 
1H
  and 
2H
  are in the following 

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Equation (S11) and (S12) and are used for 
21 HH
   and 
1H
  , respectively. To 
determine which equation [i.e., Equation (S9) or (S10)] to use to calculate Ψmin at C≤-2, an 
additional expression has to be adopted to determine min (i.e., the dimensionless distance 
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at which the potential reaches minimum), given by 
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Equation (S9) and (S10) are used to calculate Ψmin or C at C≤-2 for min   and 
min  , respectively. 
If Ψmin was obtained using Equation (10) at C≤-2, the value of EDL can then be 
calculated using the following expression for C≤-2: 
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where E represents the elliptic integral of the second kind, DLE  is the differential 
interaction energy when the separation distance is infinite
3
, which is given by 

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E        (S19) 
If Ψmin was obtained using Equation (9) (i.e., when Ψmin is located beyond the interacting 
surfaces), the following expression has to be used to calculate EDL: 
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where 





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2
cosh 1
C
p .  
By using Equation (11) and (12) to calculate C, the following expressions can then be 
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used to calculate EDL at -2≤C≤2 and C≥2: 
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    It is worthwhile mentioning that the aforementioned method can also be used to 
calculate EDL for ψp < ψd and for two interacting negatively charged surfaces since the 
energy of a system can depend ultimately on neither the spatial coordinates of the system 
nor the sign conventions used to describe the system and surface charge
3
.  
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Table S1. Zeta potentials (mV) of silica and sand in NaCl solutions with different ISs at 
pH 7.  
IS (mM) silica HPs sand 
1 -55.8 -43.6 
10 -37.3 -39.1 
100 -33.9 -32.1 
200 -23.6 -15.7 
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Table S2. Separation distances between a HP and two half planes in Figure 1. The center 
of the HP is assigned the coordinates (x, y, z), α is the angle between the two half planes, 
ap is radius of the colloid. 
Separation distance Equations 
H1 
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Figure S1. Plan view images of interaction of a PHP with a planar surface or with two 
intersecting half planes. 
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Figure S2. IEPs for the 1000 nm and 80 nm SPs and CHPs with different inner radii at 
different ISs. The IEPs for the 1000 and 80 nm SPs (i.e., 2r = 0 nm) are also shown.  
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Figure S3. Re-plotted IEPs in Figure S2 of Supporting Information for the 1000 nm and 
80 nm SPs and CHPs of different inner radii at different ISs to highlight the depth and 
location of secondary minima. The re-plotted IEPs for the 1000 and 80 nm SPs (i.e., r = 0 
nm) are also shown. 
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Figure S4. IEPs for the 1000 nm and 80 nm silica PHPs with different inner radii in the 
CPS orientation at different ISs. The IEPs for the 1000 and 80 nm SPs (i.e., 2r = 0 nm) are 
also shown. 
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Figure S5. Re-plotted IEPs in Figure S4 for the 1000 nm and 80 nm silica PHPs with 
different inner radii in the CPS orientation at different ISs to highlight the depth and 
location of secondary minima. The re-plotted IEPs for the 1000 and 80 nm SPs (i.e., r = 0 
nm) are also shown. 
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Figure S6. Calculated values of Upri, Umax, Usec for the (a) 1000 and (b) 80 nm silica PHPs 
with different inner radii in the FPS orientation at different ISs. The values of Upri, Umax, 
and Usec for the 1000 and 80 nm silica SPs (solid lines) were also shown. 
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Figure S7. Calculated adhesive torques (TA) normalized by a hydrodynamic drag torque 
(TH) for a (a) 10000, (b) 1000, or (c) 80 nm ZVI PHP in the CPS orientation with different 
shell thicknesses. Soil lines represent values of TA/TH for ZVI SPs, and dashed line 
represents TA/TH = 1 with AH = 1.6 × 10
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Figure S8. (a) Interaction between two CHPs. (b) Interaction between two PHPs. The 
contact points of the inner and outer spheres of the two interacting PHPs face toward and 
away from each other in (b1) and (b2), respectively. (c) Aggregated PHPs with the contact 
points of the inner and outer spheres of each PHP facing outward of the aggregates. 
H H
H
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Figure S9. Maps of component of DLVO force along the y-direction (Fy) normalized by a 
hydrodynamic drag torque (FD) for interactions between a 1000 nm silica SP and two 
intersecting half planes with an angle of 120 degree on the x-y plane at z = 0 at different 
ISs (a, 1 mM; b, 10 mM; c, 100 mM; d, 200 mM). All simulation conditions are consistent 
with those in Figure 5 except the interaction force scales. 
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Figure S10. IEPs for the (a) 1000 nm and (b) 80 nm SPs at different ISs. The DL 
interaction energies in (1) were calculated by using Equation (4) or exactly determined by 
solving the non-linear PB equation using the aforementioned numerical method in (2). 
Details about the numerical method can be found in the section of Exact Evaluation of 
Differential DL Interaction Energies between Two Planar Surfaces in the Supporting 
Information. 
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